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Abstract

To evaluate the incident ¯ux rate in PDP experiments by the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharge device,

the plasma composition was investigated by measurement and calculation. Electron temperature, electron density,

plasma potential, and Ha emission intensity were measured and the atomic/ionic hydrogen densities in the plasma were

calculated. The incident ¯ux rate could be evaluated from the view point that atomic/ionic hydrogen particles go toward

the membrane via inter-di�usion or ambipolar-di�usion in the sheath. Good agreement was achieved between the

measured PDP rate and the calculated one which was based on the evaluated incident ¯ux rate. Quantitative investi-

gation of PDP behavior by means of plasma discharge devices has come to be possible thanks to this incident ¯ux

evaluation. Ó 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

It is well-known that atomizing or ionizing hydrogen

molecules brings about large hydrogen permeation rate

through a metal membrane, which is called plasma

driven permeation (PDP) [1]. This phenomenon is very

important for developing fusion reactors because it may

cause tritium leakage from the plasma fusion reactors. It

is one of the most serious problem of plasma wall in-

teraction (PWI). On the other hand, it can be applied to

the tritium separation system by means of a superper-

meable membrane pump [2±4]. A lot of PDP experi-

ments have been carried out by employing atomizers,

ion guns, plasma discharge devices etc. and they have

given us valuable knowledge of the PDP mechanism ([5±

7] etc.). To study PWI, the circumstance of the scrape-o�

plasma layer has to be taken into consideration. There

are low energy atoms, ions, and electrons in this layer.

We have carried out PDP experiments with electron

cyclotron resonance (ECR) discharge plasma to deal

with these particles together. The incident ¯ux rate has

to be evaluated to investigate permeation behavior

quantitatively, e.g. recombination coe�cients, perme-

ation probability, etc. But it is di�cult to grasp the rate

in the PDP experiment using a plasma discharge device.

In this work, the densities of atomic/ionic hydrogen were

calculated and the incident ¯ux rate was evaluated. The

plasma characters, that is, electron temperature; Te,

electron density; [eÿ], and plasma potential; Vp, in ad-

dition to PDP rate were measured. The relation between

PDP rates and the calculated densities was investigated

to know the incident ¯ux rate.

2. Experimental

The arrangement of ECR discharge device for PDP

experiments is shown in Fig. 1. A test membrane is

placed in the middle of the plasma chamber and isolated

electrically from the device body. Hydrogen in the

plasma impinges upon the membrane surface and the

permeation rate through it is measured by the mass

spectrometer [8]. The Langmuir Probe is inserted into

the plasma and Te, [eÿ] and Vp are diagnosed [9]. Ha

emission intensity, which gives the information of the

excited state atomic hydrogen density, was measured by
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a spectrum analyzer. In this work, the experiment was

carried out with introducing H2 gas into the plasma

chamber at the pressure of 0.1±10 Pa and discharging by

2.45 GHz microwaves and 875 gauss magnetic ®eld.

3. Calculation analysis

The calculation of atomic and ionic hydrogen den-

sities in the ECR discharge plasma is executed in this

work, because the incident ¯ux rate into the membrane

surface is considered to be greatly related to the densities

and it is di�cult to measure them experimentally.

In general, when two types of particles A and B exist

and their velocities and densities are vA, vB and nA, nB

respectively, the total reaction times per unit volume and

unit time in collision process R is written as

R � KnAnB; �1�
where K is a rate constant given by

K �
Z Z

F �vA�F �vB�jvA ÿ vBjr�jvA ÿ vBj� dvA dvB: �2�

F(v) is Maxwell's velocity distribution function and r is

a reaction cross-section depending on the relative ve-

locity. When the collision occurs between a molecule/

atom and an electron, K is described as

K �
Z
jvejr�jvej�F �ve� dve; �3�

because of the large velocity of electron ve. The reactions

considered here are as follows:

H2 � eÿ ! 2H0 � eÿ; �4�

H2 � eÿ ! H�2 � 2eÿ; �5�

H2 � eÿ ! H� �H0 � 2eÿ; �6�

H� eÿ ! H� � 2eÿ; �7�

H�2 � eÿ ! H� �H0 � eÿ; �8�

H�2 � eÿ ! H0 �H��n P 2�; �9�

H�2 � eÿ ! 2H� � 2eÿ; �10�

H�2 � eÿ ! H� �H��n � 2� � eÿ; �11�

H�3 � eÿ ! 3H0 or H2 �H��n � 2�; �12�

H�2 �H2 ! H�3 �H0: �13�
The reactions of minus ions should be taken into con-

sideration but they are negligible because of their small

total amount in the steady state of the plasma consid-

ered here. Every atom/ion density is balanced in the

steady state; that is, both generating and consuming

speeds of it are equal. For example, H�3 is described as

K13�H�2 ��H2�V � 2K12�H�3 ��eÿ�V � SDH�
3
�H�3 �=L; �14�

where K12, K13 are rate constants of the reactions in

Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively. [X] means the density of

X in the steady state plasma. V and S are the volume and

the surface area of the plasma, L the sheath width and

DH�
3

the ambipolar di�usion coe�cient of H�3 .

SDH�
3
�H�3 �=L; means the consuming speed of H�3 by dif-

fusing to the chamber wall. This generation/consump-

tion balance equation is applied to H0, H�, H�2 and eÿ in

the same way. V and S of the experimental device shown

in Fig. 1 are 3.5 ´ 10ÿ4 m3 and 5.0 ´ 10ÿ2 m2. L is es-

timated from the relation of Debye radius; kD, i.e.

L � gkD: �15�
When a large monotonous conductor is inserted with the

bias voltage of )Vp against plasma potential, g is given

by

0:97g2 � eVp

kTe

ÿ 1

2

� �3=2

; �16�

where e, k and Te are elementary electric charge of

electron, Boltzmann constant, and electron temperature,

respectively. The values of DH�P ; DH�
2

P and DH�
3

P used

here are 9.31, 7.98 and 6.74 m2 Pa/s [10±12], where P is

gas pressure (Pa). The gradient of [H0] may exist in the

sheath and interdi�usion is considered to occur. DH0

(m2/s) is given by

DH0 � 1:14� 10ÿ3 T 1:728

P
; �17�

where T and P are gas temperature (K) and gas pressure

(Pa) [9]. The reaction cross-section data of Eqs. (4)±(13)

have been reported [13] and K2±K13 are calculated with

Eq. (2) or Eq. (3). The total electric charge in the plasma

is maintained neutral, that is,

�H�� � �H�2 � � �H�3 � � �eÿ�: �18�

Fig. 1. Arrangement of the experimental apparatus A: Quad-

rupole mass spectrometer; B: ionization vacuum gauge; C: ca-

pacitance manometer; D: test membrane; E: magnet (0.0875 T);

F: hydrogen isotope gas feedinlet; G: ceramic window; H:

micro-wave guide; I: micro-wave generator; J: turbo molecular

pump; K: thermo couple; L: lead-wire for bias; M: plasma

chamber; N: langmuir probe.
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With Eq. (18) and the equations describing the genera-

tion/consumption balance of H0, H�, H�2 and H�3 , each

hydrogen atom/ion density in the steady state for a

certain plasma condition can be calculated. The density

of the exited state hydrogen (n� 2); [H�] is estimated as

�H�� � A�H�=B; �19�
where A is the generation speed of H� and B is that of

atomic hydrogen including H�, respectively.

4. Results of experiments and calculations

Te, [eÿ], and Vp diagnosed by the Langmuir Probe

and Ha emission intensity measured by a spectrum an-

alyzer at the pressure of 0.1±10 Pa are shown in Fig. 2.

All of them have di�erent plasma pressure dependence.

Te tends to be higher at the lower pressure and is un-

changed at �4.5 eV above 0.5 Pa. The reason why Te at

the lower pressure is higher is that the numbers of

electrons and atoms are small and the energy supplied

for an electron by ECR heating is large. [eÿ] has a peak

around 0.9 Pa, which means this pressure region is the

e�cient condition for ionizing hydrogen due to ECR.

To be qualitative, the number of electrons which are

excited increases with the pressure being higher, but it

decreases above a certain pressure because the collision

of electrons with molecules or atoms increases and the

electrons lose the energy not to excite molecules or at-

oms. Lower pressure gives longer mean free path of

electrons. It results in increasing the number of electrons

which di�use toward the chamber wall and making the

plasma potential higher at lower pressure. Ha emission

intensity has a similar pressure dependence to [eÿ],

which means the density of exited neutral atoms is af-

fected by the electron density in the plasma.

The calculated plasma compositions are shown in

Fig. 3. It is found that all of the hydrogen ion densities

are greatly e�ected by [eÿ], and that H�2 is rich at the

lower plasma pressure and H� and H�3 become richer at

the higher pressure. This accords with the experimental

result measured in the present device [14]. [H0] increases

with the plasma pressure being higher in spite of [eÿ]

being smaller. [H�] has a similar pressure dependence to

Fig. 2. The result of plasma parameter measurement.
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Ha emission intensity especially at the higher pressure,

which a�rms the fact that the intensity is proportional

to the number of exited neutral hydrogen atoms (n� 2)

when Te is constant. The accordance between the theo-

retical results and the experimental ones indicates that

the plasma compositions in the device of Fig. 1 have

been successfully estimated by the calculation executed

here.

5. Discussion

It is important to know the incident hydrogen ¯ux

rate / for the analysis of the data obtained in PDP ex-

periments. / is considered to be greatly in¯uenced by

plasma compositions. The reason why PDP rate is much

larger than GDP rate is the existence of hydrogen atoms

and ions in the plasma which have enough energy to

dissolve into metal easily. The test membrane is located

in the middle of the plasma chamber shown in Fig. 1

and isolated electrically from the device body. The

¯oating potential of the membrane measure was around

)7V against the plasma at the pressure of 1±7 Pa. If a

sheath is formed in front of the membrane, the ions

existing in the plasma are considered to di�use to the

membrane surface ambipolarly. The atoms may inter-

di�use to the surface when the density of H0 has a

gradient in the sheath. Here, / was estimated from the

terms of ambipolar/inter-di�usion of atoms/ions in the

sheath in front of the membrane. / is described as

/ � �AH0 DH0 �H0� � AH�DH� �H��
� 2AH�

2
DH�

2
�H�2 �

� 3AH�
3
DH�

3
�H�3 ��=Lp; �20�

where Ax is a constant representing the incident proba-

bility of each atomic/ionic hydrogen composition. Dx is

the inter-di�usion or ambipolar-di�usion coe�cient. Lp

is the sheath width in front of the membrane. Dx and Lp

should be changeable when the plasma pressure varies.

To be qualitative, Dx becomes smaller as the plasma

pressure becomes higher, and Lp is in¯uenced by Te, [eÿ]

and the ¯oating potential of the membrane. When

hydrogen gas is at the room temperature, DH0 : DH� :

Fig. 3. The calculated plasma composition.
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DH�
2

: DH�
3

at unit pressure results in 3.28:1.38:1.18:1. If

all of Ax's are equal, Eq. (20) is transformed into

/ �
kDH�

3
�Heff �

Lp

; �21�

�Heff � � 3:28�H0� � 1:38�H�� � 2:36�H�2 � � 3�H�3 �; �22�
where k is a constant which compensates errors related

to the incident probability.

It is di�cult to estimate the sheath width exactly

using Eqs. (15) and (16), because the area of the mem-

brane is not large (�2 cm2). In addition, the di�usion

rate in the sheath cannot be evaluated exactly using DH�
3

which was determined under the higher pressure condi-

tion (�102 Pa) because the pressure in the present case is

low [10±12], i.e. 0.1±10 Pa. Here, it was assumed that the

sheath width in front of the membrane could be esti-

mated by these equations and that DH�
3

was available in

this lower pressure. Fig. 4 shows the calculated incident

¯ux rate using Eqs. (21) and (22) when k is 1. According

to this calculation, [H�2 ] mainly contributes to / at lower

pressure (<1 Pa) and [H0] does at higher pressure

(>1 Pa).

The steady-state PDP is rate-determined by di�usion

in bulk or recombination on surfaces [15]. In our pre-

vious work, when the plasma pressure was 1.33 Pa and

the 200 lm Ni membrane was maintained at 523 K, PDP

was proved to be rate-determined by recombination on

the upstream surface and di�usion in the bulk, i.e. RD-

Regime. In addition, the recombination coe�cient of the

upstream surface; K1 was estimated at 8.7 ´ 10ÿ29 m4/s

when K1 is ten times as much as that of the downstream

surface; K2 and the di�usion coe�cient of metal (Ni) for

hydrogen; Dm at 6.3 ´ 10ÿ11 m2/s [16]. PDP rate, J in

RD-Regime is given by

J � Dm

2Lm

��������
/

2K1

s
; �23�

Fig. 4. The calculated incident ¯ux rate for incident probability being 100%.
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where Lm is the thickness of a membrane [15]. With

Eqs. (21)±(23), PDP rate in RD-Regime can be evalu-

ated. Fig. 5 shows the calculated PDP rate through 200

lm Ni membrane maintained at 523 K for k being 0.3±

0.7 in Eq. (21). In this ®gure, the experimental data

measured at various plasma pressure are also shown all

of which are considered to be in RD-Regime. Good

agreement between the calculation and the experiment is

achieved when the incident probability is around 50%,

which means Eqs. (21) and (22) are available to evaluate

the incident ¯ux from the calculated plasma composition

data. This result enables us to predict the incident ¯ux

rate when PDP experiments are carried out under the

restricted discharge conditions in plasma devices.

6. Conclusion

The densities of plasma compositions, that is, atomic/

ionic hydrogen composition in the ECR discharge

plasma was formulated to obtain the incident ¯ux rate in

PDP experiments. For the numerical calculation, elec-

tron temperature; Te, electron density; [eÿ], plasma po-

tential; Vp were measured and each of them was found

to have di�erent plasma pressure dependence. They af-

fected the plasma composition, e.g. the plasma pressure

dependence of all atomic/ionic hydrogen densities was

greatly in¯uenced by [eÿ]. The rate of incident ¯ux / was

evaluated on the assumption that / is caused by ambi-

polar-di�usion and inter-di�usion in the sheath. Good

agreement was achieved between the measured PDP rate

and the calculated one which was based on the evaluated

/. This has enabled us to investigate PDP behavior

quantitatively which is experimented by means of plas-

ma discharge devices.
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